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THE LUCIE AWARDS ANNOUNCE SUPPORT CATEGORY NOMINEES
WINNERS PRESENTED - SUNDAY, OCT. 23, 2016 7:00 PM
AT ZANKEL HALL AT CARNEGIE HALL, NYC

Los Angeles, CA (Oct. 17, 2016) - The 14th Annual Lucie Awards present this year’s Support Category Nominees, from which seven individuals or organizations in the creative community will be recognized on Sunday, October 23, at Zankel Hall at Carnegie Hall, NYC. All nominees have proven essential to the process of crafting the exceptional images and are celebrated at the Lucies. Tickets are on sale at www.lucies.org.

The nominees for the Support Categories are:

Book Publisher of the Year Classic Nominees: (awarded to publisher)

**Damiani/Matsumoto Editions** for *Kitchen Table Series: Carrie Mae Weems*

**Kehrer Verlag** for *LITTLE NORTH ROAD. Africa in China: Daniel Traub, Wu Yong Fu, Zeng Xian Fang*

**La Fábrica** for *Muchismo: Cristina de Middel*

**MACK** for *ZZYZX: Gregory Halpern*

**Taschen** for *The Rise of David Bowie, 1972-1973: Mick Rock*

**Thames & Hudson** for *Daido Tokyo: Daido Moriyama*

Book Publisher of the Year Limited Nominees: (awarded to publisher)

**21st Editions** for *Humanity: Steve McCurry*

**ceiba** for *Red String: Yoshikatsu Fujii*

**ceiba** for *Come to Selfhood: Joshua Rashaad McFadden*

**D1 Publishing** for *End.: Eamonn Doyle / Niall Sweeney / David Donohoe*

**FORTHRIGHT** Publishing for *Forthright – Stronger than a weapon: Sascha Kraus*

Curator/exhibition of the year Nominees: (awarded to curator)

**Britt Salvesen** and **Paul Martineau** for *Robert Mapplethorpe: The Perfect Medium* at LACMA and The J. Paul Getty Museum

**Diane Dufour** and **Matthew Witkovsky** with **Duncan Forbes** and **Walter Moser** for *Provoke* at LE BAL

**Elisabeth Biondi** and **Patricia Lanza** for *Refugee* at Annenberg Space for Photography

**Julian Cox** for *Danny Lyon: Message to the Future* at Whitney Museum of American Art

Fashion Layout of the Year Nominees: (awarded to magazine publications)

**Harper’s Bazaar** for *Street Style Star* by Cindy Sherman

**Numéro** for *Stella Lucia* by Txema Yeste

**Vogue Paris** for *Leçon De Style Partie 1*, Edie Campbell by Inez & Vinoodh
T Magazine for An Armor of Ones Own, Lineisy Montero & Shelby Hayes by Jamie Hawkesworth

Vogue UK for Campbell’s Coup, Olympia Campbell & Edie Campbell by Mario Testino

Photography Magazine of the Year Nominees: (awarded to publisher)

1000 Words, United Kingdom

Aperture Magazine, USA

Burn Magazine, USA

Raw View, Finland

Soura Magazine, United Arab Emirates

Picture Editor of the Year Nominees: (awarded to picture editor):


Matthew Fortner, Visuals and Digital Projects Editor, The Post and Courier for reporting on the mass shooting at Emanuel AME Church.

Reinhard Krause, Global Picture Editor and the Reuters team, Reuters for reporting on migrant refugees

Sarah Leen, Director of Photography, National Geographic

Print Advertising Campaign of the Year Nominees: (awarded to photographer)

Happiness Saigon, Vietnam for #NoFilter. Client: Unicef. Photographed by Teo Chai Guan

JWT NY for Hot Yoga. Client: Yo BK. Photographed by Vincent Dixon


Prolam Y&R, Santiago, Chile for The Youngest War Veterans are in Syria. Client: Amnesty International. Photographed by Jota Velásquez

Y&R, Prague, Czech Republic for UNHCR: Hang glider. Client: UNHCR. Photographed by Miro Minarovych

The Lucie Awards are a celebration of photography’s greatest achievements the world over. The 2016 honorees who will join the distinguished group of 107 prior photographers include: Don McCullin for Achievement in Photojournalism, Rosalind Fox Solomon for Achievement in Portraiture, Anthony Hernandez for Achievement in Fine Art, Simon Bruty for Achievement in Sports, Graham Nash as the Double Exposure Award recipient, Tsuneko Sasamoto as the Lifetime Achievement Award recipient, Nathan Lyons, posthumously as the Visionary Award recipient, and The Musée de l’Elysée as the Spotlight Award recipient. Tickets for The Lucie Awards are on sale at http://www.lucies.org/tickets/

About Lucie Foundation - Lucie Foundation's mission is to honor master photographers, discover and cultivate emerging talent and promote photography appreciation worldwide. The Lucie Awards ceremony is held annually to celebrate the outstanding achievements of the international photography community, recognizing those whose life's work deserves the highest acclaim. This is also where the Foundation's sister enterprise, the International Photography Awards (IPA) competition, announces the winners of the Photographer of the Year, the Discovery of the Year, the Deeper Perspective Photographer of the Year, and the Moving Image Photographer of the Year awards. Cash prizes and statues are awarded. The Foundation presents year-round programming to support high school students through SNAPSHOP! The Foundation also offers financial funding through the Lucie Scholarship Programs in support of both emerging and professional photographers. MOPLA (Month of Photography LA), has become the west coast destination for a unique month of distinctive programming for photographers and those who appreciate the craft. Lucie Foundation is a 501(c)3 non-profit charitable foundation.
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